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The work reported here is part of a broader
research program with the goals of analyzing the
basic behavioral processes involved in academic
repertoires and developing programs to teach
those repertoires (de Rose, de Souza, & Hanna,
1996).  In particular, we have investigated the
efficacy of stimulus control methods to teach basic
repertoires of reading and writing, which can be
regarded as networks of stimulus-stimulus and
stimulus-response relations.  Although such
relations may function independently (Lee &
Pegler, 1982), they seem well integrated and
interrelated in the repertoire of a competent
reader.  One of the mechanisms by which these
different relations may become interrelated is the
formation of equivalence classes (Sidman, 1994).
The demonstration of equivalence classes
comprised of printed words, dictated words, and
environmental events or their corresponding
pictures, permit us to infer that the printed words
are symbols for the events, and that the students
read the words with comprehension.

An important issue in reading and writing
instruction is how the student’s skills generalize to
new words.  Skinner (1957) pointed out that
teaching reading at the level of whole words may
gradually produce control by smaller units,
allowing for recombination and reading of new
words, as the repertoire of textual behavior
controlled by whole words increases.  Current
literature on the acquisition of reading (Adams,
1994) stresses the need to train students on the
correspondence between graphic and phonic
units, but usually some students fail to learn, even
after being exposed to explicit teaching of graphic-
phonic correspondences.  To establish such
correspondences requires establishing stimulus
control by the minimal units in the auditory
(spoken words) as well as in the visual (textual)
stimuli.  In a series of studies (de Rose et al., 1996)
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we addressed two questions about basic processes
involved in the acquisition of reading and writing
skills.  The first question asked whether stimulus
control methods could be effective in generating
emergent academic behaviors, such as textual
behavior and dictation taking.  The second
question sought experimental evidence of
Skinner’s (1957) assertion regarding the
development of control by smaller units and
recombinative generalization.  The studies were
conducted with approximately 40 typically
developing children that had an extensive history
of school failure, but whose speaking repertoires
were well developed.

In the first phase of the program we taught the
students to match pictures to dictated words (AB)
and printed words to dictated words (AC; Upper
panel on Figure 1), and expanded this matching
repertoire through the exclusion procedure.
Exclusion is an efficient way to teach new
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A: “bolo” ,   “vaca”,   “tatu”,   “mala”, “pato”

C:   bolo,      vaca,     tatu,       mala,    pato

C’ :  boca,     lobo,      tubo,      lata,      
mapa

Figure 1

CB / BC = Equivalence (Sidman, 1971)
CD = Emergent reading (Sidman, 1971

C’ D’ = Generalized reading (requires control by smaller units; Skinner, 
1957)
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matching performances with virtually no errors by
presenting new stimuli in a context of previously
learned stimuli  (Dixon, 1977; Ferrari, de Rose, &
McIlvane, 1993; Wilkinson, Dube, & McIlvane,
1996).  Exclusion trials, on which students selected
novel printed words (displayed with words
already learned) conditionally upon novel dictated
words, alternated with trials on which students
“constructed” the new printed words with
movable letters (Dube, MacDonald, McIlvane, &
Mackay, 1991).  Tests conducted periodically
throughout the program assessed the formation of
equivalence classes (matching pictures to printed
words and printed words to pictures), textual
behavior (oral reading of words trained in
matching printed words to dictated words) and
generalization of textual behavior (oral reading of
new words).  Generalization words were novel
recombinations of the syllables of training words
(e.g., training: bolo, vaca, tatu, mala; generalization:
boca, lata).

The results of this first phase of the program

showed that, with relatively simple words,
students matched the printed to the dictated
words and constructed the words with virtually
100% accuracy. Tests demonstrated an
equivalence relation among printed words,
dictated words, and pictures.  The data replicated
and extended Sidman’s (1971) findings: Teaching
conditional discriminations between dictated
words and their corresponding pictures, and
between dictated and printed words, resulted in
the emergence of textual behavior. Specifically, in
our previous studies, the median (N=36) of
training words read correctly was 95% (range 67-
100%).  The median for generalization words was
approximately 45% with considerable variability
across students (range 0% to 100%), and nearly
one fourth did not read any generalization words.
These results--the high percentage of reading
training words and the varied scores in reading
new words--from typically developing children
with a history of school failure were also
replicated with pre-school children, students with
mental retardation, and nonreading adults
(Melchiori, de Souza, & de Rose, in press).

Table 1

UNIT 1  (lh) Generalization UNIT 2 (ch) Generalization
Sub-
units

Training
Words

Generalizati
on

Words

Test 1 Sub-
unit

s

Training
Words

Generalizati
on

Words

Test 2

palha telha 1.retalho chapeu chute 1. fagulha
1 folha folheto 2. chale 1 chuva mecha 2. tocha

molho 3. pasta tacho 3. escola
colheita 4. garfo ducha 4. porta

5. fonte 6. pancada
piolho milho 6. caldo machado chapada 7. palco

2 talha detalhe 7. grupo 2 chinelo cochilo 7.livro
ramalhete 8. clube chave 8. globo
orelha 9.carro chocolate 9. terra

10. massa 10. passeio
telhado atalho 11. moçã bucha chuchu 11. laçada

3 novilha agulha 12. vaso 3 cacho coelho 12. rosa
rolha 13. gema chicote 13. girafa
toalha 14. cebola chupeta 14. cinema

15. queijo 15. quilo
ovelha milha 16. gue bicho nicho 16.guinada

4 novilho galho 17. pavão 4 chiado bucha 17.balãoo
pilha 18. cozido tachada 18. azedo
palheta 19. taxi chuleta 19. galaxia

20. executivo 20. exame
21. lixo 21. xicara
22. mergulho 22. orvalho
23. estribo 23. grunhido
24. guerrilha 24. trambique
25. esquerda 25. forquilha
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The present study was conducted as a second
phase of the program, in which we sought to
analyze more closely the development of stimulus
control by minimal textual units and to improve
generalization to novel words.  The training words
had complex textual word fragments (minimal
textual units; Skinner, 1957), such as consonant
clusters.  Table 1 shows a sample of training and
testing words used in a series of instructional
units.  Each unit focused on one complex word
fragment.  The students matched printed words to
dictated words through training with the
exclusion procedure.  Each training block (or sub-
unit; see Table 1) contained a set of four words;
each word was dictated four times.  Training
trials, on which undefined words containing the
target fragment were presented as samples,
alternated with control trials on which the sample
was a defined dictated word learned in the first
phase of the program.  In the control trials, we
added a probe for reading: After the student
selected the printed word, he/she was asked to
read the other word.  Thus, reading the words
containing the target word fragment was
monitored after each matching trial.  The criterion
to progress to the next sub-unit was 100% correct
reading of training words on a test conducted at
the end of each sub-unit; this test also included
generalization words that contained the same
target textual fragments as the training words
(“Generalization Words,” Table 1).  Each unit
taught four sets of words.  At the end of the whole
unit a generalization test (gray columns) was
conducted, which included 25 new words, each
word containing one different complex word
fragment.  For example, in Generalization Test 1,
Word 1 (retalho) contains the word fragment (lh)
targeted in Unit 1, and Words 2-25 contain the
fragments for subsequent units. In Generalization
Test 2 (sixth column), Words 1 and 2 contain the
word fragments targeted in Units 1 and 2,
respectively, and so forth. Solid lines in Figure 2
show accuracy scores on the generalization tests
given immediately after completing each sub-unit
for all students (some of the students who
participated in the first phase of the program,
reported by de Rose et al., 1996).  The dashed lines
show estimated accuracy scores that would be
obtained if a child read correctly only those new
words that contained previously trained complex
word fragments.  Thus, obtained accuracy scores
(solid lines) above the dashed lines indicate
generalization to untrained word fragments.  As
shown in Figure 2, for four students generalization
was obtained immediately, and for four others,
generalization developed as training progressed.
These levels of generalization were related to the
generalization scores obtained on the first phase of

the program (indicated in the figure, next to the
student’s identification).  These data
demonstrated, more directly than in the first phase
of the program, the development of control by
smaller textual units, not explicitly reinforced,
showing that control by smaller textual units may
be abstracted from the teaching of a set of larger
units (whole words) containing the target smaller
units.  This may be yet another way, relatively
unexplored so far, to develop the control by
minimal textual units necessary for reading
generalization, in the context of meaningful units
(i.e., teaching sound-text correspondences for
parts of a word, instead of teaching isolated
graphemes or syllables).  The inter-subject
variability in the scores of reading generalization,
however, suggests that the “whole-word”
approach may leave this development subjected to
uncontrolled variables (Sidman, 1994).  Reading
generalization could possibly occur more
promptly and more systematically if the
correspondence between textual units and sounds
were explicitly taught.  Other experimental work
in progress in our lab is incorporating stimulus
control procedures to teach explicitly graphic-
phonic correspondences, as suggested by the
literature on reading acquisition (Adams, 1994;
Grossen, in press).  In such procedures, matching
trials with dictated whole words as samples
alternate with trials on which the samples are
syllable components of those words (and the
comparison stimuli are printed syllables).
Additionally, the students are required to
construct both the words and the syllables, which
they learned to select on the exclusion trials.
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